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The equilibrium folding of the catalytic domain of Bacillus subtilis
RNase P RNA is investigated by single-molecule fluorescence reso-
nance energy transfer (FRET). Previous ensemble studies of this
255-nucleotide ribozyme described the equilibrium folding with two
transitions, U-to-Ieq-to-N, and focused on the Ieq-to-N transition. The
present study focuses on the U-to-Ieq transition. Comparative ensem-
ble measurements of the ribozyme construct labeled with fluorescein
at the 5� end and Cy3 at the 3� end show that modifications required
for labeling do not interfere with folding and help to define the Mg2�

concentration range for the U-to-Ieq transition. Histogram analysis of
the Mg2�-dependent single-molecule FRET efficiency reveals two
previously undetermined folding intermediates. The single-molecule
FRET trajectories exhibit non-two-state and nonergodic behaviors at
intermediate Mg2� concentrations on the time scale of seconds.
The trajectories at intermediate Mg2� concentrations are classified
into five classes based on three FRET levels and their dynamics of
interconversion within the measured time range. This heterogeneity,
together with the observation of ‘‘nonsudden jump’’ FRET transitions,
indicates that the early folding steps of this ribozyme involve a series
of intermediates with different degrees of kinetic isolation and that
folding occurs under kinetic control and involves many ‘‘local’’ con-
formational switches. A free energy contour is constructed to illus-
trate the complex folding surface.

The relationship between primary sequence and 3D structure is
a fundamental issue in macromolecular folding (1, 2). Com-

pared with the two-state folding behavior generally seen with small
proteins (3, 4), RNA folding often involves metastable intermedi-
ates (5–9). This difference is attributed, in part, to the weakness of
the protein interactions relative to the nucleic acid interactions,
such as base pairing and stacking. Therefore, the free energy
landscape for RNA folding is punctuated with deeper basins with
populated folding intermediates (10–12). These intermediates can
be populated under equilibrium, governed by thermodynamic
(solvent and temperature) conditions, or transiently populated
during nonequilibrium folding (13).

The catalytic domain (C-domain) of Bacillus subtilis P RNA is a
good model system to address RNA folding because it folds without
kinetic traps and is large enough to exhibit the folding phenome-
nology of large RNAs (14). A minimalist folding pathway, derived
from ensemble experiments performed as a function of Mg2�

concentration, includes an unfolded state (U), a populated inter-
mediate state (Ieq), and a native state (N). Ieq is the thermodynamic
reference state that establishes the stability of N; it represents the
most populated species preceding N. The U-to-Ieq transition,
occurring at Mg2� concentrations �10-fold lower than that re-
quired for the Ieq-to-N transition, has been proposed to consist of
multiple transitions that were not resolved in ensemble measure-
ments (14). Elucidation of the structural and dynamic characteris-
tics of these intermediates is crucial for understanding the folding
of large RNA in general.

Single-molecule measurements look beyond ensemble averages
to obtain novel and complementary information, as first demon-
strated for ion channels (15). With rapidly advancing fluorescence
detection and microscopy capabilities, single-molecule studies are

expanding to address questions related to structure and function in
many biological systems, including enzymes (16), molecular motors
(17, 18), transcription (19, 20), and protein and RNA dynamics
(21–24). Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) measure-
ments have been used to track the conformational changes of single
RNA or protein molecules, identify intermediates in RNA folding,
and examine RNA–protein interactions (25–29).

The objective of the present single-molecule FRET study is to
further elucidate the U-to-Ieq transition in the equilibrium folding
of the C-domain of P RNA. Folding intermediates are revealed by
investigating the single-molecule FRET efficiency (EFRET) distri-
butions as a function of Mg2� concentration. Single-molecule
FRET trajectories are collected and analyzed to study the dynamics
and further resolve the folding of intermediate states. The trajec-
tories show considerable variation over the range of equilibrium
folding conditions explored (0–5 mM Mg2� at 18 � 1°C). Analysis
allows construction of a minimalist set of Mg2�-dependent free
energy basins, which illustrate states and connectivities relevant to
folding.

Materials and Methods
Sample Preparation. The FRET construct is shown in Fig. 1A. The
5� end of the C-domain was labeled with fluorescein (donor) by in
vitro transcription with �20% efficiency. It is technically difficult to
purify the 5�-labeled C-domain RNA from nonlabeled RNA.
However, the acceptor-only-labeled RNA with direct excitation of
Cy3 is effectively discriminated from the double-labeled RNA with
the acquisition routine. To incorporate the FRET acceptor and
biotin, the latter for immobilization to a streptavidin-coated cov-
erslip (30), the 3� end of the C-domain was extended by 24
nucleotides. The extension was then hybridized with a complemen-
tary DNA oligonucleotide covalently linked with biotin and Cy3 at
its 5� and 3� ends. The hybridization efficiency was verified to be
�90% by nondenaturing gel electrophoresis. The specificity of the
avidin–biotinylated RNA attachment was verified to be better than
200:1. Surface-bound single molecules were kept in a flow chamber
so that buffer conditions could be changed readily. The base buffer
for all experiments was 10 mM Tris�HCl (pH 8)�50 mM NaCl.

Ensemble Measurements. Ensemble fluorescence measurements
were performed with a fluorimeter (RF-5301PC, Shimadzu) using
a 488-nm excitation. Ensemble CD measurements were performed
with a Jasco 715 CD�absorption spectrometer interfaced with a
titrator (Hamilton) (31). Catalytic-activity measurements (32) were
carried out by using the C-domain FRET construct shown in
Fig. 1A.

Single-Molecule Measurements. Single-molecule fluorescence exci-
tation and detection were achieved with the 488-nm line of an Ar�
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laser (532-R, Melles Griot, Irvine, CA) and a high-numerical-
aperture (1.4) confocal microscope (�60 magnification; Olympus,
Melville, NY), based on a Zeiss Axiovert S100. The apparatus has
two avalanche photodiode detectors (SPCM-AQR-15, EG & G,
Salem, MA) and a 3D nano–piezo stage (E710 PI). Donor and
acceptor fluorescence emissions were defined with bandpass filters
(500–550 and 585–635, Chroma Technology, Brattleboro, VT)
after color separation with a dichroic mirror (DC560, Chroma
Technology) and collected simultaneously with a single-photon
counting board (SPC600, Becker Hickel, Berlin). The coverslips
were raster-scanned at 5 ms per defined pixel (50 � 50-nm
increments) until a 200 � 200-pixel image was obtained. The
background threshold and positions of the single molecules were
determined by a gradient search of the image, allowing automated
collection of FRET trajectories with a LABVIEW (National Instru-
ments, Austin, TX) routine. The 20 �W��m2 laser intensity gave
adequate counting statistics in a 5-ms acquisition window and
minimized photobleaching.

Results
Ensemble Studies. Ensemble Mg2� titration experiments are per-
formed on the FRET construct of Fig. 1 to (i) establish whether the
FRET labeling scheme interferes with ribozyme folding, (ii) verify
the Mg2� concentration range associated with early stages of
folding, and (iii) provide results to compare with the single-
molecule experiments. Donor-only ensemble experiments (i.e.,
with the DNA oligonucleotide but without Cy3) show no change in
the fluorescence signal in the range of [Mg2�] � 0–1 mM (data not
shown). This insensitivity is likely due to the presence of 50 mM
NaCl in the base buffer, whereas the quantum yield for fluorescein
does exhibit a Mg2� dependence in the absence of Na� (32).
Because the Förster transfer distance, R0 � 5.3 nm, for the
fluorescein–Cy3 pair lies within the range of the hydrodynamic radii
of the C-domain (�4 nm for folded structures to �18 nm for
unfolded structures) (33), the EFRET should exhibit a strong de-
pendence on folding, assuming that the appropriate sites are
labeled. The fluorescein-emission decrease shown in Fig. 2A is
accompanied by an increase in Cy3 emission on changing [Mg2�]
from 0 mM (U) to 10 mM (N). This finding verifies that the FRET
signature is sensitive to Mg2�-induced conformational changes of
the ribozyme. The considerable Cy3 ‘‘background’’ emission is
primarily due to an excessive amount of Cy3-labeled oligonucleo-
tide added to optimize the hybridization reaction. In single-
molecule experiments the fluorescence from direct excitation of

individual Cy3 is effectively rejected with the acquisition described
in Materials and Methods.

The 3� extension and its complementary DNA oligonucleotide
do not interfere greatly with the C-domain folding to its catalytically
active native structure (Fig. 2B). The Mg2� midpoint, where 50%
of the ribozymes show catalytic activity (KMg � 1.5 mM), is almost
identical to the value for the C-domain that lacks the 3� extension
and DNA oligonucleotide (�1.3 mM) (32). The Hill constant, n, of
the folding transition of the construct is, however, larger than that
of the C-domain that lacks both the 3� extension and DNA
oligonucleotide; n increases from 3 to 6 � 2. The larger Hill
constant of the ribozyme construct is likely to result from a shift in
the thermodynamic reference state on the addition of the 3�
extension and its complementary DNA oligonucleotide (34). These
results establish that the Ieq-to-N transition occurs at [Mg2�] � 1.5
mM and that, therefore, the U-to-Ieq transition occurs below that
concentration.

The CD and UV absorbance measurements shown in Fig. 2C
indicate that at least one early folding transition occurs between
[Mg2�] � 0.1 and 1 mM. Fitting the 260-, 278-, and 287-nm data
with a three-state model gives KMg values of 0.1–0.4 mM for the
U-to-Ieq transition and values of 1–2 for the corresponding Hill
constant. The fact that the CD and UV data at 260, 278, and 287
nm give different KMg and Hill values suggests that multiple
intermediate species may be populated between [Mg2�] � 0.1 and
1 mM. The KMg for Ieq-to-N is difficult to identify because of the
very small change in the CD and UV signals in the [Mg2�] � 1 to
5 mM range. However, the activity assay clearly places this transi-
tion at 1.5 mM.

Single-Molecule Trajectories and FRET Histograms. The results of
single-molecule measurements performed at five Mg2� concentra-
tions are summarized in Fig. 3. Donor (green) and acceptor (red)
trajectories from individual molecules are plotted in the lower half
of each panel. Corresponding EFRET trajectories, defined as EFRET
� IA�(IA � ID), have been corrected for crosstalk. The observed
crosstalk could be different for each single molecule because of
environmental differences. For the present experiments and chosen
optical filters, it is estimated to be 10% on average. FRET histo-
grams are evaluated from the first second (200 time points) of each
FRET trajectory before photobleaching occurs; 30–80 FRET
trajectories are recorded at each Mg2� concentration. The resulting
histograms at both [Mg2�] � 0 and 5 mM, shown in Fig. 4, are
narrowly distributed and peaked near EFRET � 0.1 and EFRET �
0.85, respectively. These results define the FRET signature for

Fig. 1. (A) The secondary struc-
ture of C-domain P RNA with fluo-
rescein–Cy3 as the FRET pair and
biotinylated DNA tether for surface
immobilization. (B) Schematics of
three possible conformational
changes sampled by single-mole-
cule FRET experiments. Change 1
involves motions in a single-
stranded region that is unlikely to
be affected by Mg2�. Change 2 is a
shift in the orientation of the du-
plexes P5 and P5.1, and change 3
represents the formation of a ter-
tiary contact found in the native
structure.
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U and N. The asymmetric shape of both distributions, except for the
out-of-range values (�0 or �1) resulting from correction for
background emission and crosstalk, are well fit as log-normal
distributions (27). The dashed vertical lines indicate that the
average EFRET, 	EFRET
, increases with Mg2� concentration from
0 to 5 mM, implying an increase in the population of more compact
states.

Several control experiments ensure that the observed signal
changes derive from RNA conformational change and compaction.
When the same DNA oligonucleotide without Cy3 is used with
fluorescein-labeled RNA or the same RNA without the fluorescein
is used with Cy3-labeled DNA oligonucleotide, neither ensemble
nor single-molecule fluorescence signals depend on the Mg2�

concentration (data not shown). The bottom histogram of Fig. 4
shows a direct comparison between the single fluorophore- and
double fluorophore-containing constructs at Mg2� � 0.4 mM. The
dramatic difference demonstrates that the observed change is
derived completely from double fluorophore-containing RNA
molecules.

Fig. 4 shows that the FRET distributions become much broader
and multimodal at intermediate [Mg2�] (0.1–1 mM). The simplest
fit consists of four states: two log-normal and two Gaussian fits of
the distributions. The two peaks with mean FRET values of �0.3
and �0.7 represent at least two folding intermediates that are
distinct from U and N. The 	EFRET
 in this Mg2� concentration
regime increases slightly from 0.53 at [Mg2�] � 0.1 mM to 0.59 at
both [Mg2�] � 0.4 and 1 mM. The shapes and positions of the
distributions from [Mg2�] � 0.1 to 1 mM are very similar, suggest-
ing that these intermediates are extensively populated.

Another finding is that even at [Mg2�] � 0.1 mM, at which the
N population is undetectable (see Fig. 2B), a significant fraction of
the molecules exhibit FRET values similar to the FRET values
exhibited by molecules of the N population (i.e., �0.8). This high

signal correlates well with the ensemble data; that is, Ieq can form
at [Mg2�] � 1 mM, and it adopts a conformation with all secondary
structure, and some tertiary structure is formed (14). Although the
present single-molecule FRET measurements do not discriminate
well between Ieq and N, the rich and nontrivial evolution of the
FRET distributions in Fig. 4 discloses new intermediates within the
U-to-Ieq transition.

Single-Molecule Dynamics and Nonergodic Behavior. In Fig. 4, all
single molecules at each Mg2� concentration are analyzed together
without regard to their dynamic patterns. However, the FRET
trajectories exhibit complex (i.e., multilevel) fluctuations among the
intermediates identified in Fig. 4 and, therefore, reflect conforma-
tional dynamics of individual molecules. Unlike two-state systems,
in which FRET trajectories fluctuate between two distinct levels in
a ‘‘binary’’ series (35), the present histogram and trajectory results
reflect more complicated behavior. The histogram distributions
constructed from different bin widths are invariant with respect to
�100-ms dynamics; Fig. 4 is based on 5-ms binning, but the same
basic shape is obtained from 50-ms binning. All trajectories at
[Mg2�] � 0 and 5 mM exhibit constant values (with shot noise),
suggesting that no significant conformational switches occur under
thermodynamic conditions that strongly favor unfolded or folded
ribozyme structures. By contrast, the FRET trajectories at [Mg2�]
� 0.1 to 1 mM exhibit much greater variation. Although some traces
exhibit anticorrelation between donor and acceptor channels, oth-
ers do not fluctuate at all on the 10-s time scale before bleaching
(Fig. 3). Furthermore, for most trajectories at intermediate Mg2�

concentrations, the amount of fluctuation exceeds the shot noise,
suggesting that there are at least two types of processes involved:
major conformational changes among intermediates and minor
conformational fluctuations within a specific state. Moreover, the
FRET transitions often do not occur in a ‘‘sudden jump’’ fashion,

Fig. 2. (A) Ensemble fluorescence
measurement of the FRET construct
at [Mg2�] � 0 mM (dotted line),
[Mg2�] � 10 mM (dashed line), and
the differential (solid line). (B)
Fraction of folded RNA monitored
by catalytic activity. The transition
to N occurs with a Mg2� midpoint of
1.5 mM and a Hill constant of 6. (C)
Equilibrium folding monitored by
CD (F) and UV absorbance (E).
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similar to the folding of large proteins (24). These factors make
dwell-time analysis difficult to implement simply because the tra-
jectories can fluctuate among FRET values that correspond to at
least four states (Fig. 4).

Therefore, a robust and minimalist analysis of the time
trajectories in Fig. 3 is implemented. The whole FRET range is
divided into three levels: low (�0.2), medium (0.2–0.8), and high
(�0.8). Each single-molecule FRET trajectory is then classified
as fluctuating (i.e., at least one conversion among the three
levels) or nonfluctuating (i.e., those that do not undergo a
conversion among the three FRET levels during the measure-
ment time but may fluctuate within one FRET level). By using
this description, a total of five subpopulations are found: three
nonfluctuating classes corresponding to low, medium, and high
FRET levels, and two dynamic classes with either low-to-
medium or medium-to-high FRET fluctuations. Direct low-
to-high FRET fluctuation is very rare. Molecules with low-to-

medium and medium-to-high fluctuations are observed to be
mutually exclusive within the 10-s time frame before bleaching
occurs. This finding suggests that most molecules maintain a
particular dynamic pattern for the time of the measurement.
More ergodic behavior, however, may be achieved on longer
time scales.

The FRET values obtained in each 5-ms bin width are histo-
grammed in the class to which each trajectory belongs; the results
for [Mg2�] � 1 mM are plotted in Fig. 5. There are three stationary
classes (first, third, and last histograms), and two dynamic classes
(second and fourth histograms). The degree of FRET overlap
between the stationary classes and their adjacent dynamic classes
can be considerable. The histogram is robust on extension of the
sampling time window to as high as 5 s (1,000 time points),
suggesting that the classification scheme of the five subpopulations
correctly reflects the kinetic heterogeneity of the whole ensemble.
This dynamical heterogeneity is further verified when the variance
of each FRET trajectory is plotted against its mean value (data not
shown). The molecules at [Mg2�] � 0 and 5 mM have the lowest
variance, whereas at intermediate Mg2� concentrations, the vari-
ance of the trajectories well exceeds the shot-noise level.

Fig. 3. Representative single-molecule donor, acceptor, and FRET trajecto-
ries, defined by IA�(IA � ID), at various [Mg2�] values; IA and ID represent
intensity of acceptor and donor, respectively. The donor and acceptor trajec-
tories are corrected for background emission, including the removal of 10%
donor-to-acceptor crosstalk. Photobleaching events of either donor or accep-
tor are indicated by arrows.

Fig. 4. Single-molecule FRET histograms are derived from 30–80 FRET
trajectories by using the first 200 time points of each FRET trajectory at each
[Mg2�]. Log-normal and Gaussian fits of the distributions with four popula-
tion states are indicated by solid lines. The mean FRET values that correspond
to each of the five histograms from [Mg2�] � 0 to 5 mM are 0.13, 0.53, 0.59,
0.60, and 0.85, respectively. The numbers of molecules are 21, 29, 85, 31, and
26, in order from top to bottom. The last histogram shows the comparison
among the FRET experiment, donor-only control, and acceptor-only control at
[Mg2�] � 0.4 mM, as generated from single-molecule images.
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Folding Free Energy Surface. The free energy surface representation
is a powerful tool for elucidating RNA folding pathways. Folding
may proceed along channels or funnels in the free energy surface
(26, 36). In the present case, the set of trajectories at every Mg2�

concentration provides information about conformations and
structures, dynamics, and the number of molecules, hence proba-
bility, in each class. A 2D energy contour plot can be generated
based on the previous five subpopulation classifications. For sim-
plicity, each of the five classes at a given Mg2� concentration is
represented with a Gaussian peak function:

F�EFRET� � A������2�e�2�EFR ET	EFR ET
�2��2�, [1]

where F is the free energy corresponding to any conformational
state defined by the FRET axis for a particular set of parameters,
A, 	EFRET
, and �. 	EFRET
 and � are the mean FRET values and
full-width half maximum for each of the histograms in Fig. 5, for
[Mg2�] � 0.1 mM, and for all analogous histograms at other Mg2�

concentrations. The preexponential factor, A�(���/2), the max-
imal depth of the peak function, is proportional to the logarithm of
the area under each of the probability distributions in Fig. 5.

The energy landscape for the whole ensemble at each Mg2�

concentration is the overlay of all peak functions. To visualize the
energy landscapes better, one more axis that reflects the fraction of
the formed folded structure is introduced, which helps to show the
kinetic connectivities. The resulting 3D energy landscape repre-
sentation is

F�EFRET, X� � A������2�e2��EFR ET	EFR ET
i�2��2��XXi�2��2�.

[2]

Symmetric 2D Gaussian distributions are assumed for simplicity,
where the index i refers to the specific distribution analogous to the
distribution shown in Fig. 5. The proximity of the basins and, hence,
the barriers separating them are adjusted along the x axis to
qualitatively reflect the interconversions or lack thereof. The
‘‘degree of structure’’ label is supported by the correlation between
the change in single-molecule FRET and the change in ensemble
CD and activity data. Although Xi is an adjustable value, it seems
reasonable that two basins with similar structures would intercon-
vert more rapidly.

Fig. 6. Free energy contour plots for [Mg2�] � 0, 0.1, 0.4, 1, and 5 mM for 3�
to 5� end proximity. EFRET is the y axis, and structure formation is the x axis. The
dotted red boxes for [Mg2�] � 0.1 mM highlight three nonfluctuating classes
with EFRET � 0–0.2, 0.3–0.5, and 0.8–1, corresponding to distances of �6.3,
6.3–4.2, and �4.2 nm for the FRET pair, which assumes free rotational diffu-
sion, consistent with ensemble data. The two fluctuating classes, reflected by two
pairs of closely connected basins, are indicated by arrows at EFRET � 0–0.2 and
0.2–0.4 and at EFRET � 0.5–0.7 and 0.7–0.9. These two pairs of basins corre-
spond to low-to-medium and medium-to-high FRET conversion, respectively.

Fig. 5. FRET histograms of single C-domain molecules at [Mg2�] � 1 mM.
Each histogram represents a particular class of molecules defined by its
dynamic pattern. A transition�fluctuation between any two FRET levels is
defined to occur whenever FRET values of one class hop into another class and
stay there for �50 ms (to distinguish from occasional transitions due to the
shot noise seen on the 5-ms time scale). Shot noise is the reason why the
distribution of any stationary�nonfluctuating class exceeds its defined range.
Percentages of the total population of 31 molecules are as follows: low, �8%;
medium, 13%; high, 57%; low-to-medium, 4%; and medium-to-high, 18%.
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Fig. 6 is the resultant free energy surface. The molecules are
confined to the low FRET (U) basin at [Mg2�] � 0 mM, whereas
at [Mg2�] � 0.1 to 1 mM, new basins emerge and their relative
depths (i.e., free energies) change; the populations equilibrate
among them, with the high FRET basin corresponding to Ieq. At
[Mg2�] � 5 mM, the basin associated with the N emerges as the
deepest well. The surfaces at [Mg2�] � 0.1, 0.4, and 1 mM contain
seven basins, the minimum that is necessary to describe the
dynamics. In the case of [Mg2�] � 0.1 mM, the three nonfluctuating
classes are reflected by three isolated basins and the two fluctuating
classes are reflected by two pairs of closely connected basins. The
shape of the surface evolves considerably as a function of [Mg2�],
including shifts of the energetically favored basins, the width of each
basin, and the kinetic isolation of each basin. Thus, these contour
profiles give a more complete account of the intermediates that
exist between U and Ieq.

Discussion and Conclusions
Complex inter- and intra-class dynamics are observed for the
equilibrium conformational fluctuations of the C-domain of P
RNA. The nonergodic behavior presumably results from the large
size of the C-domain (an �80-kDa molecule) and the distribution
of secondary and tertiary structural motifs. Subpopulations un-
dergo different structural interconversions on the seconds time
scale.

The sometimes slow conformational transitions observed here
contrast with the more commonly observed sudden jump transi-
tions. However, slow transitions have been observed recently for the
folding of a large (214-aa) protein (24). This finding could reflect
a fundamental difference in the multistate folding of large mole-
cules; the structural transitions among basins involve a complex
series of ‘‘local’’ conformational changes that may not occur coop-
eratively. Therefore, folding transitions are more accurately de-
scribed as being under kinetic, instead of thermodynamic, control.

Kinetic heterogeneity has been invoked previously to explain
large RNA folding. A kinetically isolated early folding intermediate
has been inferred in ensemble studies of the entire P RNA molecule
(37). Folding occurs under kinetic control for a circularly permu-
tated construct where the C-domain is connected by a single
phosphodiester bond to the specificity domain (38). Folding is faster
and follows a distinct pathway when initiated from Mg2�-free
compared with submillimolar preequilibrium conditions. In the
latter case, preexisting secondary structures influence pathway
selection resulting in the formation of a kinetically trapped inter-

mediate, whereas folding from the Mg2�-free condition indicates
that formation of native tertiary structure outpaces the formation
of the trap-producing secondary structures. Different initial con-
ditions also have a major impact on the folding behavior of the
Tetrahymena group I intron (26, 39). The folding surface has been
characterized as having channels and a multidimensional landscape
(36), whose topography also involves an interplay and timing
between secondary and tertiary structure. Because our base buffer
contains 50 mM Na�, it is likely that most secondary structures
already exist for [Mg2�] � 0 mM (40). Kinetic heterogeneity may
arise from the slow interconversion between the native and non-
native secondary structures.

Furthermore, a slow rate of equilibrium conformational fluctu-
ations is not entirely unanticipated for the C-domain folding.
Although the results from our previous ensemble folding kinetics
study would support rapid FRET and conformational changes
without Na�, the slow conversion for the present single-molecule
equilibrium study in the presence of Na� is consistent with the
notion of folding channels that exhibit differential starting positions
(26). In the latter case, folding would require some (most) mole-
cules to seek the channels along the increasing Mg2� concentration
axis that lead to N. Na�-induced pathway selection may necessitate
conformational switching from one channel into another and,
hence, would require climbing over an energetic barrier and would
be much slower.

Although the present two-point correlation (3� and 5� ends)
FRET measurement is not equally sensitive to all of the confor-
mational space, three major structural changes can alter the dis-
tance of the FRET pair (Fig. 1B). The first change involves the
conformation of single-stranded nucleotides 81–85 and, hence, is
unlikely to depend on the Mg2� concentration. The second change
involves the conformation of the adjacent helices P5 and P5.1. The
third change involves the conformation of the P5.1 loop that forms
tertiary contacts with the P15.1 loop (41). The Mg2�-dependent
FRET variation is almost certain to result from the latter two types
of structural changes. FRET experiments with a donor fluorophore
located elsewhere in the C-domain may possibly yield information
on the other conformational changes associated with folding.
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